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The main conclusions are that temperature and salinity (and other tracers) on the SR3 line are different in 1991, 1993 from other years in the data set. The TROMP method shows that the water-mass changes are significant (in an oceanographic sense), and reflect quite rapid variations in the water column at depths that can’t simply be affected by seasonal ventilation. The point about differences over long periods is well taken. The differences are shown to be not related to the seasonality, but are concluded to be related to vertical (and horizontal) displacements of the water masses.

This paper brings a new perspective to analyses of these data and are worthy of publication in this short note. The paper follows a series of earlier papers on the SR3 line, which offer different perspectives on the variations that are observed in that section.
Specific comments:

The TROMP is an enhancement of the OMP method. The linear equations that underly OMP method donot allow the direct study of the thickness or lateral displacement of the water mass displacement. Rather these are diagnosed from the SWT's. One consequence of this is that it leaves open the question whether observed area changes can be explicitly resolved by the horizontal and vertical displacement of the water masses.

There is no discussion of the role of eddies or fronts. Eddies (and fronts) are particularly important in changing areas of water masses. Is there evidence of eddies contribution to the area changes. A figure of the distribution of the area changes from the distinctive years from the main years would enhance this discussion.

There are more sections now available along the SR3 line and would extend the time series used for this analysis. These sections include one in 2005 and would greatly add to the significance of the paper.

The references below (not complete) would enhance the discussion in the introduction and position this paper in the context of work that has been undertaken on the SR3 section. The Yaremchuk et al paper offers a similar explanation for the changes in the water masses distributions at depth through and EOF analysis of the residuals (but doesn’t negate the purpose of this paper). The paper by Sun and Watts looks at the differences in GEM space, particularly in the lighter waters of SAMW.

Very specific comments

Volume results presented here are just sectional area change results, and should be presented this way.

While TROMP is under-determined and a constrained minimization it is not “highly” under-determined like some other geophysical inverse problems. For example box inverse problem, or data assimilation in 4D var. The wording on page 202 line 16 should be diminished.
References that may be appropriate to add.
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